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Citi – Who We Are
Citi is committed to helping our clients find strategies that can drive their financial success in today’s global 

economy.

 Since 1812, Citi’s central mission has been to support economic progress. For two centuries, we have 

applied our passion for innovation to help our clients advance from ambition to achievement 

– We started as a trade finance bank, enabling commerce between New York and Liverpool. Since then, we 

have literally been connecting the world

– Over the decades, we have helped finance some of the world’s most transformative projects, from the 

transatlantic cable to the Panama Canal to the jumbo jet

 We draw inspiration from our past, but we believe our future is even more exciting. The bank’s core 

strengths – facilitating international trade and capital flows, helping consumers pursue opportunities in the 

world’s top 150 cities and helping companies build their businesses throughout the developed world and in 

the high-growth emerging markets – all are aligned with the trends that are redefining the global economy

The world may be diverging in many ways, but our role is to create convergence – to connect the 

world for our clients and to connect our clients to the world.

Citi, a leading global bank, has approximately 200 million customer accounts and does business in more 

than 160 countries and jurisdictions. Citi provides consumers, corporations, governments and institutions 

with a broad range of financial products and services, including consumer banking and credit, corporate and 

investment banking, securities brokerage, transaction services and wealth management.

200 Year Heritage
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Citi Environmental Sustainability

In alignment with our corporate strategy and the business context in which we operate, Citi’s sustainability 

strategy focuses on three strategic priorities.

Citi has over 15 years of experience and leadership on environmental issues. 

• We have been a leader in the industry in developing collaborative environmental and social frameworks, such as the 

Equator Principles, which have now been adopted by 80 financial institutions, and the Green Bonds Principles for capital 

markets. 

• Citi has reduced greenhouse gas emissions from its own operations by 25% from 2005 levels, meeting out goal for a 25% 

GHG reduction by 2015 two years early.
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 Long standing relationships with over 65 agencies globally

 60+ professionals who focus on seamless transaction 

execution through direct engagement with agencies and 

clients  in native language and through local presence 

 Portfolio includes transactions supported by export credit 

agencies (ECAs), development finance institutions (DFIs)  

and multilateral agencies (MLAs)

 Our approach is unique insofar as:

– Citi’s portfolio includes transactions supported by 

ECAs, DFIs and Multilateral Agencies

– Transactions are not limited to standalone 

financings, but often incorporate larger syndications 

and embedded structured derivatives

– Citi’s portfolio is not biased towards any particular 

agency given its global approach

 Broad industry experience: Aviation, Shipping & 

Transportation, Power, Oil & Gas, Metals & Mining, 

Telecom, Infrastructure, Financial Institutions and Others

Citi Export and Agency Finance Overview

Recent Highlights

 In 2013, Citi’s EAF business arranged more than US$10 

billion in Official Agency-supported transactions across 37 

countries

 Transactions executed by Citi in 2013 won 12 Deal of the 

Year Awards

Citi’s EAF team has significant experience with a wide range of key Official Agencies globally. EAF consistently 

leads the league tables for Export Credit Agency (ECA) supported financing and receives market recognition 

for its focus on innovation in export and agency finance.

Rankings for ECA Supported Loans (2010-2013) 

Source: Dealogic data as of January 8, 2014 
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Exploring Official Agency Eligibility Criteria

Public Sector vs. Private Sector

 Some Official Agencies (e.g. DFIs) have strict rules 

prohibiting them from supporting public sector obligors / 

Projects, e.g. IFC

 Other Official Agencies have a separate “Public Sector 

Departments” or  “Sovereign Non-Honoring Programs” for 

public sector obligors / projects, e.g. ADB, OPIC and MIGA

Promotion of Exports

 Export Credit Agencies (ECAs) are Official Agencies with a 

primary mission to support their country’s exports:

– Support will depend on exports / procurement from their 

home country

– The ECAs of OECD countries follow OECD Consensus 

Arrangement on Export Credits

Developmental Benefits

 Some Official Agencies (in particular the DFIs) will support 

projects purely based on their developmental benefits:

– Poverty alleviation and rural development

– Infrastructure

– Development of emerging market financial markets / 

instruments

– Environmental sustainability

National Strategic Interest

 Some ECAs have broadened their support to cover other 

national strategic interests beyond exports:

– Overseas investments of companies from their home 

country

– Strategic natural resource/commodities off-take by their 

home country

– Other “strategic national interests” (e.g. food and energy 

security)

Official Agencies will hinge their support on the satisfaction of various types of eligibility criteria.
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Agency Type Description / Characteristics of Financing Advantages / Limitations

Multilateral

► Institution owned by more than one country 

► Supports social and economic progress in their 

member countries

► Focus on financing developmental projects

► Financing is not linked to procurement of goods and / 

or services

► Solutions include guarantees and insurance, as well 

as direct lending 

▲ Important source of long term capital in highly volatile 

environments

▲ Relatively flexible eligibility requirements (untied)

▲ Withholding tax exemption

▲ Open for refinancing solutions in certain cases

▼ Needs to adhere to certain statutory requirements such 

as environmental, social and workers’ rights

▼ Fairly lengthy execution timeframe

Bilateral
► Government institution that supports overseas 

investments into the emerging markets

► Financing is not linked to procurement of goods and / 

or services

► Focus on financing of developmental projects related 

to own government objectives

► Solutions include rating enhancement, political 

guarantees, partial guarantees and direct loans

▲ Important  source of long term capital in highly volatile 

environments

▲ Relatively flexible eligibility requirements (untied) 

▲ Withholding tax exemption

▲ Open for refinancing solutions in certain cases

▲ Continuous innovative solutions 

▼ Needs to adhere to certain statutory requirements such 

as environmental, social and workers rights

 

Export Credit Agencies
► Government institution that supports trade and 

investment from home country abroad

► ECAs must adhere to an established set of guidelines 

called the OECD consensus

► Financing is linked to procurement of goods and / or 

services

► Provides comprehensive guaranteed loans for up to 

85% of the contract value

► Guarantee and / or insurance would cover from 75% 

to 100% of the financing, depending on the Agency

▲ Low subsidized pricing

▲ Very predictable terms and conditions 

▲ Comprehensive guarantees increase financing appetite 

from financial institutions and  frees up traditional funding 

sources (bank financing, capital markets)

▲ Withholding tax exemption

▼ Rigid eligibility criteria

▼ Strict funding requirements 

 

 

 

Official Agencies can be divided into two categories depending on whether their support is “tied” (Export Credit 

Agencies) or “untied” (Multilateral and Bilateral Agencies) to exports. 

Export Credit Agencies, Bilateral Institutions and Multilaterals

http://www.caf.com/view/index.asp?ms=11
http://www.worldbank.org/
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Key Themes for Public Sector Infrastructure Development 

Balancing fiscal austerity and infrastructure capital needs remains a critical theme.

Themes that need to be accounted for in 

order to catalyze infrastructure 

development: 

 Predictability, consistency and 

transparency in concession bidding 

process 

 Appropriate risk allocation between public 

sector, contractors, equity holders and 

debt holders 

 “Double-digit money” looking for a home 

that should be paired with a patient equity 

proposition 

 USD remains the deepest and broadest 

market to fund the infrastructure asset 

class 

 Governments remain sensitive to their 

quantum of external indebtedness as 

defined 

Key best practices of successful 

infrastructure development models: 

 Concessions awarded on the basis of 

lowest contract price anchored by strict 

adherence to technical qualifications 

 Installment-based contingent 

government support systems 

 Construction risk mitigated via 

issuance of payment obligations based 

on achieved construction milestones 

 Government provides any shortfall in 

user pay revenue needed to repay 

amounts raised to finance the project 

 Financing via duration issuance in the 

US capital markets, or promoting 

legislation to foster the creation of 

domestic appetite from long term local 

currency investor such as insurance 

companies or pension funds 

Inherent challenges associated with 

infrastructure development:

 Significant upfront costs involved in 

infrastructure projects

 Long tenor to completion

 Construction risks and delays

 Reliance on future cash flows to meet 

financial obligations

 Exposure to sub-sovereign risk as 

governments decentralize control from 

national to municipal authorities

 Uncertainty from macroeconomic and 

regulatory factors in some emerging 

markets

A B C
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Infrastructure Financing Best Practices

How should governments 

achieve best practices for 

infrastructure financing? 

Prioritize
Ensure transparency 

in the bid process

Educate all 

stakeholders

Allow flexibility in the contractual 

process for bankability 

considerations

Standardization of government 

obligations

Utilize pension fund 

community
Leverage multilateral 

capabilities

Development bank 

aligned

Not just bank market – capital 

market solutions
Develop local currency funding
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• Context – Panama’s per capita GDP has more than doubled over the

past decade, with most of this growth concentrated in Panama City. This

was at the cost of tremendous urban congestion. To solve this problem,

Panama priotized building a mass transit system worth $1.9 billion

• Breakthrough Approach – Leveraging our historical presence in the

country from the funding of the Panama Canal, Citi worked with

government leaders on a financing solution for the Panama Metro project.

The solution delivered by Citi consisted of a comprehensive 3-step Export

& Agency Finance solution totaling $862 million.

• Impact – The new metro reduced commute time to the city centre to only

23 minutes (down from over 2 hours). Since its inauguration in April

2013, it has transported some 30,000 commuters per hour.

• Lessons Learned - The transaction enabled Citi and Metro de Panama

to understand how to deliver the financing of large-scale urban mass

transportation projects in emerging countries. This expertise is critical in

executing our Citi-for-Cities strategy.

• Originality – No other bank was able to provide such a large financing

amount featuring support from the number of different Official Agencies

involved in the project.

• Thought Leadership – This transaction won “Deal of Year” award from

Euromoney-Trade Finance in 2013. Citi’s approach meant we not only

supported by the Metro de Panama but also a consortium of contractors

and exporters from France, Spain and Brazil.

97
minutes

Replicated …

Panama’s Metro Line #1 …

Saves commute 

time to central 

business district by:

Transports a steadily 

growing number of 

commuters:

30,000
per hour (currently)

… for other MIGA 

financing structures

… by other 

metro systems

Making History: How Citi Financed Panama’s First Metro System
Citi raised $862 million as the Sole Global Official Agency Coordinator for Metro de Panama to finance 

Panama’s first-ever metro system.

http://www.google.com/imgres?biw=1152&bih=667&tbm=isch&tbnid=cDH9pEjm_fk5iM:&imgrefurl=http://masarquitecturamasarte.blogspot.com/2011/04/video-de-la-propuesta-de-la-linea-1-del.html&docid=meKXStyJ6M077M&imgurl=http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-Gu4E0iiB-RA/TZ5yHL6e8SI/AAAAAAAAAsY/RaGerGN5w0k/s1600/Metro-de-Panama1.png&w=350&h=350&ei=h98ZU-7eAor-2gXBoICQAw&zoom=1&iact=rc&dur=1094&page=1&start=0&ndsp=13&ved=0CG0QrQMwCQ
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• After years of chaotic urban growth, the Government of Panama 

decided in 2009 to build Panama City’s first subway system

• This Line #1 of the metro would integrate the expansion of the 

Panama Canal and the new airport also under construction to 

consolidate Panama City into a regional logistic and business hub for 

Central America

• Business Opportunity – Citi’s Export & Agency Finance team saw 

the opportunity to arrange Official Agency financing support to ensure 

long-term, attractive and stable debt funding for public infrastructure

• Challenge - Execute an attractively priced, extremely large debt 

financing to fund the project, within the timeline required by the 

construction schedule, while ensuring compliance with the IFC 

Equator Principles regarding social and environmental impact

• With a long-lasting presence in the country, dating back to the funding of 

the Panama Canal, Citi worked with government leaders on a 

comprehensive 3-step Export & Agency Finance solution totaling $862 

million with credit support from:

• MIGA, of the World Bank Group

• COFACE, the export credit agency of France

• CESCE, the export credit agency of Spain

• Citi harnessed our in-house social and environmental expertise ensure 

the transaction was in full compliance with the IFC Equator Principles

• Exemplifying the originate to distribute strategy, Citi leveraged its 

global Trade distribution platform to syndicate the facilities across 6 

lenders, retained only 36% of the total debt and maintaining a very 

competitive all-in cost below 4.5% p.a. after executing parallel interest rate 

swaps to hedge its interest rate risk exposure

Context – Making History Through Infrastructure

Approach – Leveraging Citi’s Global Franchise

USD862 million total debt raised by Citi

Reduces commute time by 97 minutes

Total length of 13.7km, featuring 15 stations

from San Isidro (north) to Albrook (south)

30,000 commuters transported per hour

Impact Metrics –

Program milestones reached in 2014Metrics – For Metro de Panama:

Making History: How Citi Financed Panama’s First Metro System

http://www.google.com/imgres?biw=1152&bih=667&tbm=isch&tbnid=cDH9pEjm_fk5iM:&imgrefurl=http://masarquitecturamasarte.blogspot.com/2011/04/video-de-la-propuesta-de-la-linea-1-del.html&docid=meKXStyJ6M077M&imgurl=http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-Gu4E0iiB-RA/TZ5yHL6e8SI/AAAAAAAAAsY/RaGerGN5w0k/s1600/Metro-de-Panama1.png&w=350&h=350&ei=h98ZU-7eAor-2gXBoICQAw&zoom=1&iact=rc&dur=1094&page=1&start=0&ndsp=13&ved=0CG0QrQMwCQ
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.pond5.com/stock-footage/342950/people-walking.html&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=kY0bVPujHuHQ8AHanIGgCg&ved=0CBgQ9QEwAThk&usg=AFQjCNE-LDJvLtfc3HP0Th-_vKpok2G--Q
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Proven capability to replicate for other infrastructure projects globally

• Replicate so as  to incorporate other Official Agencies

• In both emerging markets countries as well as in developed markets

• Greenfield infrastructure projects as well as to expand existing ones

• For different infrastructure types:  metro, roads, power stations, transmission lines

Best Practices …

Next steps for supporting Citi for Cities strategy:

- Support upcoming metro projects in Chile, Mexico, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru

- Support other public infrastructure in other emerging markets, including the 

construction of transmission lines in Guatemala

- Support financial institutions critical to emerging market infrastructure and economic 

development, including in Costa Rica and Turkey

… Learned

Proven capability to replicate for other infrastructure projects globally

• Ensuring infrastructure project are fully compliant with international standards, 

including the IFC Performance Standards and Environmental, Health and Safety 

Guidelines, helps streamline Agency financing and syndication 

• Citi EAF and Citi Environmental and Social Risk Management teams work hand-in-

hand with the client to mitigate local environmental and social impacts of the project 

in compliance with international standards, including economic resettlement and 

compensation of local businesses affected by it

• When dealing with governments projects with economic displacement, Citi ESRM 

can help them enhance existing social programs to meet international standards

… and Lessons …

Making History: How Citi Financed Panama’s First Metro System
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IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: Citigroup Inc. and its affiliates do not provide tax or legal advise. Any discussion of tax matters in these materials (i) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used or

relied upon, by you for the purpose of avoiding any tax penalties and (ii) may have been written in connection with the “promotion or marketing” of any transaction contemplated hereby (“Transaction”).

Accordingly, you should seek advice based on your particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.

Any terms set forth herein are intended for discussion purposes only and are subject to the final terms as set forth in separate definitive written agreements. This presentation is not a commitment or firm offer and does not

obligate us to enter into such a commitment, nor are we acting as a fiduciary to you. By accepting this presentation, subject to applicable law or regulation, you agree to keep confidential the information contained herein and

the existence of and proposed terms for any Transaction.

We are required to obtain, verify and record certain information that identifies each entity that enters into a formal business relationship with us. We will ask for your complete name, street address, and taxpayer ID number.

We may also request corporate formation documents, or other forms of identification, to verify information provided.

© 2014 Citibank, N.A. All rights reserved. Citi and Citi and Arc Design are trademarks and service marks of Citigroup Inc. or its affiliates and are used and registered throughout the world.


